The Saab Station Wagon

Also manufactured in right hand drive version

coveted, practical — a car to be proud of
Uniquely versatile —

The weight of the three-cylinder engine estate car is approximately 2085 lb, when fully fueled and complete with standard equipment, while that of the V4-model is approximately 2060 lb. The maximum permissible fully-loaded weight is all of 3415 lb. Thus, the "useful load" may be as much as half a ton with only the driver up, or roughly 400 lb. with 4 adult passengers. The loading platform is 3'7" long, when the seating is arranged for carrying 5 persons. The length is increased to 5'4" when both the intermediate and extra seats are folded.

Relaxed and pleasant driving thanks to Saab comfort. And not just because the seats are so comfortable! There are many other features which make the Saab pleasant to drive. Like the heating and ventilation — a troublefree system which guarantees enjoyable driving in all weathers. On the Sedan model, the used air is extracted through special outlets at the rear window, while the estate car features an "air-duct", which prevents the accumulation of dust and dirt on the rear window.